
 

 
 
 

Villa Fresco Sangiovese 

 

Technical information 

Varietal percentage: Sangiovese,  

Picked: April Yield:68hl/Ha   

Area harvested:3ha  Average brix:    25         
 
 

Vintage 2019 

Winter was relatively dry, but lots of snow on the Alps helped to fill dams and rivers in 
preparation for the growing season, which was even with near perfect conditions. With the 

prediction of a dry summer we chose to irrigate the vineyards during October to assist and 

maintain vine health. We also had a storm in December which produced 100mm of rain, 

which was very timely and helped to keep the vineyards in good condition for the summer 
temperatures experience in late January. 

Harvest ran smoothly helped by great weather. Grapes were in perfect condition and we 

are really pleased with the quality of all the exciting wines produced from vintage 2019. 
 

 
Maturation 

Type of oak:  French 

Oak age: 5 years Fining agent: nil 

Oak toasting medium Filtration: sterile 
 

 

Vinification 
The grapes were machined picked and then fermented with an inoculated yeast called BM45, 

famous in Tuscany. The ferment temperatures reached and were maintained at thirty degrees 

for a short time to extract flavours from the grapes. The ferment was cooled to 23 degrees to 

retain fresh fruit characters and reduce tannin extraction. Once the wine finished alcoholic 

fermentation, the free run juice was drained and the skins lightly pressed.   
 

 
The Wine 

Ruby with a soft purple hue, this easy drinking red shows aromas of cherries, sweet dried herbs 

and spiced plums. These notes continue onto the palate, with the addition of fresh raspberries 

and earthy undertones, hints of dark chocolate and tobacco. The wine finishes with subtle notes 

of maraschino cherry, followed by chewy tannins. It is a very versatile food wine and will work 

with a range of different dishes. 

 

 
Final analysis 

Final alcohol: 13.5% Alc/Vol                Final acid: 5.5 g/L      Final PH: 3.6 
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For wine information contact Joel Pizzini, winemaker Ph 0429 401 732 E joelpizzini@pizzini.com.au 
For bottle shots, stockists & general information: Natalie Pizzini Ph 0409 408 587 E nataliepizzini@pizzini.com.au  
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